Necessary and sufficient conditions on pairs of nonnegative weight functions are given which ensure that the maximal ergodic ratios defined by means of a measure preserving conservative ergodic transformation satisfy a reverse weak type inequality. From this, weighted integrability results may be deduced.
">' \2Zj=o g{TJx)J and if X > 0, set A -{x e Q : S(f, g) > X}. Derriennic [2] proved the reverse weak type inequality (1) [fvdp<x[ codp, p(Ac)>0 Ja Jaut~'a for the (unweighted) case v = 1 , co = g and used this to deduce integrability properties of / from those of S(f, g). The purpose of this note is to give conditions on the nonnegative weight pairs v, co which ensure that ( 1 ) holds. Since ( 1 ) holds for all v, co if Í1 consists of a single atom, we assume that Q contains at least two disjoint sets of positive measure. Then our conditions characterize the pairs v, co satisfying ( 1 ) provided T satisfies the additional hypothesis T~lI. = L (up to sets of measure zero). In particular this is the case if T is invertible. Sato [5] obtained a similar characterization of a closely related inequality for invertible T in the special case g(x) = 1 .
Theorem. Suppose co and v are nonnegative measurable weight functions on n. // (2) v(T x) <-I^J= 2Ve;=o¿k^x).
'most all x € ! and (1) holds, then for all n > 1 and almost all x e il, then (1) holds. Conversely, if T X = X (3) t;(F"x)<2 7~° .
/or all n > I and almost all x e il.
Corollary. If (2) holds, then
Proof. To prove that (2) implies (1), we first show that for each k > 1 and almost all x §é A we have
To see this, fix k > 1 and for x € Q let {#,},_] be the least nonincreasing majorant of {v(T'x)}¡=x , that is,
and set v0 = vx . Then
and summation by parts shows that the term on the right equals
Now if x i A , £J:¿/(FJx) ^ ^Yl^Jr, g(T] x) for all i > 1 , and (5) does not = YY [ f(T"x)v(T"x)dp oo -k = Y I Yf(T"x)v(Tnx)dp and by (4) this does not exceed oo . k kY I Yu(T"x)dp = *Y [ (yco(Tnx) + co(x))dp = X[ codp + co dp) \Ja JAcnT-'A J = X co dp.
This completes the proof that (2) implies (1).
To prove that (1) implies (3), fix zz > 1 and a constant c > 1 . For each integer k and each rational r e(c , c + ] let "*,, = I X : (g(Tnx)yl > r > (¿ g(TJx)} ' > ck Since r_1X = X, for any F c ilk r with p(F) > 0 there is Ex € X with 7" = T~"EX and since 7" is measure preserving, /¿(.E,) = ^(7"). Then, since T is ergodic, there is E c Ex with //(£■) > 0 and T~JE, j = 0, ... , n pairwise disjoint unless il = \J¡=qT~jI for an atom / with T~JI, j -0, ... , N pairwise disjoint for some N < n . (see [4, Lemma 2.2; 3, Corollaries 2.12 and
2.13]).
Leaving aside the atomic case for the moment, set / = xE and X = r. Since T~"E c ilk r we have S(xE,g)(T"x)>l/g(Tnx)>r, xeT~nE so T~nE c T~n A , and since T is measure preserving, which shows S(xE, g)(T'x) < r for / = 0, 1 and x ^ \J"=QT~J E. Hence AUT~1A cU"=orJ£ so (7) / codp< L codp-j ( £ (¿>(TJx) ) dp. This shows that (8) holds for all zz > 1 with c replaced by 2c.
Since c > 1 was arbitrary and Q = \Jk rilk r, this yields (3) and completes the proof of the Theorem.
The proof of the corollary follows exactly as in the unweighted case and, therefore, is omitted.
